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What Is Radio's Value in 2019 and Beyond?
NABA paper lays out steps to help radio protect
and grow its place online and in the connected car

Getty Images/grapestock

BY DOUG IRWIN
What should the role of radio in our
connected world be? And what should
your business do now to be part of that?
Those questions are explored in a
37-page paper released in March by a
working group of the North American
Broadcasters Association titled "The
Value Proposition of Radio in a Connected World" and discussed in a session at the Broadcast Engineering & IT
Conference at the NAB Show.
The paper makes for thoughtful reading by anyone interested in the overall
direction of the radio industry and how
it uses technical platforms. What follows is a summary of its major points
based on my reading of the document
and attending the session.
According to the authors, the paper,
which can be found at https://tinyurl.
com/NABA2019, is intended to help
radio broadcasters protect their market
position and capitalize on their strengths

He was aconsultant and
pioneer in the design of
AM antenna systems
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SARASOTA , FLA. — Ron Rackley
was a lifelong supporter of AM radio,
and perhaps no broadcast engineer ever
had a deeper understanding of AM
antenna system design, according to his
industry friends. That's why his loss is
deeply felt by the broadcast engineering
community.
Rackley died unexpectedly at his
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(continued on page 10)
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Rackley Was
Revered in
Engineering
Community

MAJOR TAKEAWAYS
First, note that in the context of
this paper, "radio" encompasses both
over-the-air and online technologies. "If
content is king, distribution is queen"
was declared early in both the paper and
the session.
Radio's preeminent position in the
dashboard of nearly every North American car accounts for much of OTA
radio's success. However, the "allure of
new markets and products" delivered
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— but also to consider "strategic adjustments" in the face of technical and market changes. It is intended to "address
thoughts about the North American
radio industry, including major issues
facing practitioners in Canada, Mexico
and the United States."
The primary contributors were NPR
Vice President of Distribution Michael
Beach; TagStation and Broadcaster Traffic Consortium President Paul Brenner
of Emmis Communications; Xperi Corp.
Executive Director Broadcast Business
Development Jeff Detweiler; Emmis
Director of Broadcast Engagement
Michael Englebrecht; NABA Senior
Coordinator, Committees Jenn Hadfield;
NAB Vice President, Advanced Engineering David Layer; and NPR Senior
Director, Strategic Planning Maryfran
Tyler.
Organizations
also
contributing
insights included HERE Technologies,
Corus Entertainment, Canadian Association of Broadcasters, Bell Canada and
Entercom.

SCALABLE ARCHITECTURE MEETS THE NEEDS DF SMALL STATIENS

AND MAJOR BROADCASTERS ALIKE. HOW CAN WE BUILD A SYSTEM FOR
YOU? VISIT ENCO.COM TO FIND OUT.

BY RANDY J.STINE
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ANALOG...WITH DIGITAL BENEFITS
Audioarts Lightning strikes that brilliant balance
between analog and digital. Four stereo buses for easy
routing. Dual-channel phone module for trouble-free

Plus, assignable AES input for connecting adigital
source to any fader, and built-in A/D conversion
for digital or analog program out. And while it looks

remotes and call- ins. Bluetooth and dual USB ports for

and feels like its Wheatstone cousins, this digitally

direct access to laptops, tablets, and mobile phones, as

controlled analog console operates as aful! stand-

well as applications such as editors and automation.

alone board. Cue thunderous applause.
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Xperi Seeks Bigger Role in Alerting
Developer tells FCC staff that

of the public alerting ecosystem. These include improving geographic targeting, enhancing public alerting
systems with multimedia, improving resiliency and
redundancy and improving accessibility of alert info.
"While each method of public alerting has particular
strengths, HD Radio technology is uniquely positioned
to enhance the overall system and fulfill many of the
important recommendations made by CSRIC in its
December 2018 Final Report," Xperi wrote in its meeting summary.
The digital data capabilities of HD Radio enable
digital broadcasters to "enhance their emergency messaging broadcasts by providing more rich and detailed
content, including, for example, alternate languages,
message text, pictures and maps," Xperi wrote.
"Notably, the HD Radio emergency alerting broadcast protocol is completely CAP-compliant, thus allowing dissemination of all the rich content facilitated by
CAP," it stated, referring to Common Alerting Protocol.
The FCC already mandates that EAS participants
be able to receive CAP-formatted alert messages. The
Federal Emergency Management Administration is
responsible for EAS implementation and testing.

HD Radio can upgrade and
enhance emergency warning

'ALERTING
BY RANDY J. STINE
The developer of HD Radio believes its technology can "upgrade and enhance the nation's emergency
alerting capabilities," delivering alerts with better geographic targeting and dynamic visual images along
with other enhancements.
So in March, a top radio technology executive of
Xperi Corp. met with representatives from the FCC's
Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau in Washington to highlight HD Radio's emergency alert feature.
According to apublic filing, Xperi described improved
text notifications, multilingual audio and geographically targeted messaging abilities.

ALERT DISTRIBUTION COMPARISON
- . „,.. ,

Analog Radio
.S .•'''':':

Alert Method

Audible tones and voice

Radio trigger, audible tones,
text and voice

Handset trigger, text

Audio Message

Yes

Yes

No

Text Message

No

Yes

Yes

Language selective

No

Yes

No

Location-based

Listening area

Broadcast area and ZIP
codes

Target location

Message history

No

Yes

Yes

Message Types

•Presidential
•Weather
•Life or Safety
•Amber Alerts
•Periodic Tests

•Presidential
•Weather
•Life or Safety
•Amber Alerts
•Periodic Tests

•
•
•
•

Severity Indication

Only voice

Yes

Yes

Reliability

All technologies complement existing EAS system mandated by FCC and FEMA. No
one system is guaranteed 100% at any time or location.

(NWR-Specific Area
Message Encoding)

Presidential
Weather
Life or Safety
Amber Alerts

A comparison chart from Xperi
The company proposed no major changes to the
Emergency Alert System but sought to offer areminder
of benefits it believes HD Radio can bring to the EAS
infrastructure, primarily text and future capabilities,
such as images and maps.
Xperi also released a white paper, "Upgrading the
Emergency Alert System: HD Radio Digital Emergency Alerting," and shared it in the FCC meeting. The
paper lists the current and planned emergency alerting
capabilities like wake-up signaling and delivery of
visuals.
"UNIQUELY POSITIONED"
Xperi cited a recent report from the FCC's Communications Security, Reliability and Interoperability
Council that recommended upgrading several aspects

FEMA released its own report earlier this year that
touched on various themes to improve public warning
via the Integrated Public Alert and Warning System,
or IPAWS. FEMA recognizes the need to "optimize
technical developments and how the nation's alert and
warning systems can take advantage of new capabilities," according to the report.
At the NAB Show, FEMA featured ademonstration
of HD Radio's emergency alerting functionality at the
IPAWS booth. In addition, HD Radio's emergency alert
capabilities are now integrated into FEMA's IPAWS test
bed in the IPAWS Lab in Washington, which is used to
provide training and coordination planning with emergency managers, acompany official confirmed.
(continued on page 6)
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Today's In- Car HD Radio Experience
RW's new ebook shows how stations look in various new car models
Our latest ebook is "Today's In-Car
HD Radio Experience." It provides a
visual walkthrough of how digital and
analog stations appear in numerous
2019 car models.
Radio World and Xperi, sponsor of
the ebook and parent of HD Radio,
decided to put images of receivers tuned
to various stations in various cars side
by side. Although we
talk often about the
R A DIO
importance of knowing how your station is experienced
by listeners, few
radio managers in
fact have really had
a chance to take a
comprehensive look
at how their digital
or analog stations
are displayed today.
Ifound the process even more instructive than I'd expected. Flipping through
the photos leads me to a few obvious
takeaways, and they're not just limited
to HD Radio considerations. It's clear to
me that:

1
4 3
4 3
4 •
4
1021
101.1
9.3.1
885
AM

105 1

107.9

14)Radlo 13
Top 40
99. 5
WIHT-FM
Cardi B / Bruno Mars
Please Me

Here's how iHeartMedia FM station WIHT, broadcasting in HD Radio,
appears on the display of a2019 Jeep Grand Cherokee. The connected
platform shown is Uconnect, so this also gives an idea of how WIHT would
look in Chrysler, Dodge, Ram and Fiat vehicles, Jeep's siblings in the FCA
Group. To see how an analog station displays, check out the ebook.
•For adriver, the experience of finding and tuning into aradio station is
far different today than it was even
afew years ago.
•The context in which radio sta-

tions today are heard — and seen
— varies greatly from carmaker to
carmaker.
•Radio stations have worried about
becoming "just another icon"

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane
among dozens of choices on car
screens. It's avalid concern, but I
was pleased to see that FM radio
is still prominent in most of these
models, and that AM, when still
provided, is easy to find too.
•However, radio industry leaders
must continue to invest time and
effort building relationships with
car companies in hopes of retaining
the highest possible profile on these
platforms.
•HD Radio stations show up better than analog ones on today's
displays.
•But whether or not your station has
chosen to broadcast in HD Radio,
you and your management really
can't judge how the station is being
seen by your listeners without sitting in front of a lot of different
dashboards. Engineers and GMs
should be visiting local car dealers
together and asking to sit in front of
various displays. (Make it part of a
station sales call at the dealer.)

Arcadia
[Arc•a•dt•a] ( n)
1. mountains in ancient Greece known for peace and contentment
2. a cloud service that consolidates ARC Plus data to NOCs and web browsers

Arcadia Cloud Service from Burk Technology delivers fingertip access from anywhere.
Arcadia is simple, scalable and very secure.
Arcadia promises peace and contentment.

BuRK
TECHNOLOGY

www.burk.com

sales@burk.com

978-486-0086 x700

''arcadia
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•Radio stations, analog or digital,
must pay close attention to what
they're sending via their digital or
analog data platforms. Longtime
readers have heard Radio World
preach about this since the earliest
days of RDS. Who in your operation
is assigned to establish and monitor
how you appear to the public?
•HD Radio stations should consider whether they're taking full
advantage of the features that the
platform offers. At least be aware
of the various ways that your branding, show and talent names, station
URL and logos can be displayed
and combined.
•If you have invested in HD Radio,
the issue of whether to add Artist
Experience seems like ano-brainer. The engineering section of
HDRadio.com has papers on how
to implement AE. Xperi reminds
stations that they also can use the
feature to pair client logos with
their on-air promos as a revenue
generator.
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*IP, TOWER TECHNICIAN APPRECIATION DAY
NATE's annual Tower Technician
Appreciation Day was in May.
Reader Mike Tosch of Spanish
Broadcasting System in Los
Angeles extended kudos to
Elizabeth Krupka-Bucio, lead
climber for Ed Sogge's Corn Plus
Inc. tower crew of Frazier Park,
Calif., for her excellent work on
a950 STL dish serving FM stations KLAX/KXOL. She wrote in an
email, " Tower climbing taught me
that both physically and mentally,
we are all capable of so much
more than we could ever imagine."
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None of this discussion gets into
questions of reception quality, but if
you are already an HD Radio station,
remember, too, that for your listeners
to have the best audio experience, your
station needs to pay close attention to its
time and level alignment. If you need
guidance on that, check out the current
National Radio Systems Committee's
guideline on that very topic.
Read the ebook at radioworld.com/
ebooks. Let me know what you think
about this ebook or any other Radio
World content. Email me at radioworld@futurenet.com.
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ALERTING
(continued from page 3)

"PART OF THE CONVERSATION"
Xperi says there are 2,141 digital onair broadcasts in the United States, with
90% of the population living within
reception distance of an HD Radio
station. About 43 million HD Radioequipped cars are on the road, according to the company.
It says approximately 300 radio stations in 85 markets are transmitting
emergency alerts over HD Radio as
simple text messages and that about
15% are using some of the other
enhancements, said Ashruf El-Dinary,
vice president of radio technology solutions, who led the Xperi visit to the FCC
along with members of its legal team.
Dinary met with Public Safety and
Homeland Security Bureau staff and
detailed the potential benefits of using
the in-band, on-channel digital transmission system. "It was an introductory meeting, really. To the extent that
the FCC has been working on HD
Radio, we wanted to make sure other
bureaus within the commission were
aware of the technology and how it can
be applied to public alerting," he said.
"We see it as avery strong application that will advance emergency notification across the country. HD Radio
with the enhancements can support
these objectives."
Dinary said HD Radio alerting technology "allows for an HD Radio to scan
the background looking these alerts, so
if just one HD Radio station in acommunity is broadcasting an alert then the
HD receiver should pick it up."
Receiver manufacturers are beginning to turn out more HD Radio receivers enabled with the emergency alert
function, Dinary said.
"That's being addressed through a
number of after-market car receivers
from Kenwood and Pioneer, as well as
Sangean in some of the home and portable products. A number of OEM car
models are including it now going into

NEWS

the 2020 model year."
Xperi hopes the FCC will consider
HD Radio's emergency alert capabilities
as the commission progresses with the
next phase of EAS policymaking and
regulations around that, Dinary said.
But it is not asking for specific rule
changes. "We want to be part of that
conversation going forward."

receiver manufacturers to catch up with
its capabilities, several observers said.
In at least one case, an HD Radio
station stopped using the enriched EAS
data because some car radios from certain manufacturers didn't digest it properly, according to an observer familiar
with that situation. "The auto-on, geofencing and enhanced displays elements

Digital radio technology — through the
HD Radio system — can enable these
improvements now and should be utilized as
an integral part of the collaborative effort to
upgrade the nation's public alerting capabilities.
— Excerpt from Xperi's white paper

The company is especially focused
on the visual aspect of HD Radio's
emergency alert feature, Dinary said,
and its ability to display images such as
photos of amissing child or adult.
"We are increasingly a visual society. We are visually connected to our
devices. Even radio is now visual. These
are becoming critical components that
radio can offer that it couldn't before.
That coupled with geo-targeting and
the wakeup feature really allows us
to offer a complete alerting package,"
Dinary said.
He said no additional licensing of
HD Radio technology is required for
receiver manufacturers or radio stations
to participate in what Xperi calls apublic service feature.
DETAILS TO WORK OUT
While some HD Radio stations have
implemented many of the EAS enhancements, others are waiting for HD Radio

TORPEY TIME

can cause issues for the radio receiver
itself."
According to Harold Price, president
of Sage Alerting Systems, "Ithink there
are some technical issues and details
that need to be worked out. ... Some
standards work needs to be done for rich
media, including defining supported
data formats for the ecosystem as well
as tagging images intended for broadcast. For instance, CAP already allows
for multilingual data, and it allows
images and other rich media to be referenced. Multilingual alerts have several
challenges, including who provides the
additional languages and how legacy
EAS is handled."
Some HD Radio stations would likely have to purchase additional EAS
equipment to implement the suggested
enhancements if they are adopted by
the FCC, said Edward Czarnecki, senior
director for strategy and government
affairs for Digital Alert Systems.

Dixon
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"This may pose achallenge for any
operation that has already maxed out
the number of receiver inputs it may
have already assigned, such as PEP,
LP- 1, LP-2 and NWS. Adding an HD
input source might in some cases mean
the need to drop an existing monitoring
source. I'm not sure that is an acceptable
tradeoff," Czarnecki wrote in an email.
Despite advances in U.S. alerting,
one veteran public warning professional
expressed a general concern that the
more "sophisticated alerting becomes,"
the more likely the system could leave
some folks behind. Nevada EAS Chair
Adrienne Abbott said of the discussion:
"My concern is that we are creating a
two-tiered society: the Informed and
the Less-Than-Informed. The Informed,
with their HD Radios, smartphones
and nextgen TVs, will not only know
that there is an emergency, they will
know what it is, where it is and what
to do about it, and the message will be
reinforced because the Informed will
receive similar messages from multiple
sources, in multiple formats."
She continued, "While some of the
Less-Than-Informed will know, at best,
that someone, somewhere, might have a
problem, most of them won't know what
hit them."
Another EAS observer told Radio
World: "Improvements in the ability of
EAS to deliver enhanced data to devices
that can use it is good, so long as the
ability and the desire to send data to
simpler devices is not compromised. It's
all needed."
In the white paper, Xperi also stated
that HD Radio will soon offer support
for "first responder alerting." It said
the system can send isolated data to
specific receivers, allowing creation of
a secure data network for police, fire
and other first responders to receive
targeted situation reports. It expects
this functionality to be available in the
next two years.
The white paper even proposed a
new concept in emergency alerting,
one that uses HD Radio technology to
alert motorists of an approaching emergency service vehicle. The Emergency
Vehicle Warning System would allow
for emergency vehicles, equipped with
an in-vehicle transmitter, to transmit a
warning message on afixed frequency
to nearby cars. The company proposes
using 87.9 MHz.
The white paper, an attachment to
Xperi's public filing, can be read at
httpsetinyurl.com/rw-xperi-3. Xperi's
comments were laid out in a notice
of ex parte communication regarding
Amendments to Part 11 of the FCC's
Rules Regarding the Emergency Alert
System, PS Docket No. 15-94, and In
the Matter of Improving Wireless Emergency Alerts and Community-Initiated
Alerting, PS Docket No. 15-91.
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RACKLEY
(continued from page 1)
home on April 12. He was 66.
The veteran consulting engineer was
a champion of AM radio and its revitalization efforts. He worked on highpower medium-wave antenna systems
around the world and served as aconsultant to USA Digital Radio during
the early stages of in-band, on-channel
digital testing.
AM broadcast system design and
optimization was Rackley's passion,
according to colleagues.
He
graduated
from
Clemson
University with an electrical engineering degree and worked as a radio station chief engineer and as an antenna
designer for Kintronic Labs Inc. In
1983, he co-founded du Treil-Rackley
Consulting Engineers, with Bob du
Treil, which later merged with A.D.
Ring & Associates to form du Treil,
Lundin and Rackley.
"Ron was one of the true giants
of broadcast industry. Before computer
technology became widely implemented, there was real art to the design
and tuning of directional AM antennas," said Bob du Treil Jr., principal at
du Treil, Lundin and Rackley. "Once
computers became more widespread
and powerful, Ron was instrumental in
developing technology that would allow
for numerically calculating the actual
drive point impedances. This was a
huge leap in capability."
Rackley had announced his semiretirement from the firm earlier this
year.
He grew up in Greenville, S.C., and
worked as a duty operator for several
local AM radio stations while still in
high school. His first job was in 1968 at
WHYZ(AM), a50 kW daytime station
in Greenville.
"I had plenty of time to read various engineering reports and study contour maps while on duty," Rackley told
Radio World during an interview in
2006 about his receipt of the NAB
Engineering
Achievement
Award,
shared with his friend Ben Dawson.
"Radio always seemed like magic to
me. It seemed less like magic after I
took mathematics in college. ... Ican't
recall a time when Iwasn't interested
in radio."
Speaking with Radio World in April
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will remember my father as an incredibly wise and loving father, who always
knew what was best and who loved and
appreciated his family. Ihave annoyed
so many people bragging about my dad,
and Ihave no shame for it. He deserved
every word of appreciation," she wrote.
Ben Dawson, president of Hatfield &
Dawson Consulting Engineers, wrote to
Radio World: "Ron was simply one of
the finest people Ihave ever known. He
was kind, thoughtful, generous, honest
and self-effacing. And of course he was
abrilliant engineer. Because we worked
together on projects for many years all
over the world, taught classes together,
collaborated on comments to FCC rulemakings, and traded ideas and thoughts
about all sorts of things besides our
engineering work, Ican say that I've
never had abetter friend."
Ron Rackley, right, conversed with Geoff Mendenhall at arecent NAB Show.
Colleagues said Rackley attended
of this year, Rackley said he recalled
"A few years later, Idesigned away
the NAB Show in Las Vegas in April,
taking apart his family's "big wooden"
for the station that is now known as
visiting vendor booths and participatRCA radio at the age of three.
KEIB to move to the site and share
ing in meetings. He'd been a regular
"Fortunately, an uncle who knew
the same five towers. The two 50,000
at broadcast engineering conferences,
about radio was able to put it back
watt stations are now diplexed there,"
friends said. Even though he was a
together and get it working. It was probRackley said.
"self-professed introvert uncomfortable
ably good that we hadn't gotten our first
speaking in front of crowds," Rackley
TV set yet," he said.
"HE DESERVED EVERY WORD
delivered countless speeches to radio
Rackley was apioneer in developing
OF APPRECIATION"
engineers on how to troubleshoot and
computer modeling methods to improve
Touching tributes appeared quickmaintain AM antenna systems through
the performance of AM antennas for
ly following his death. His daughthe years.
stereo and digital transmission and to
ter Elizabeth posted to her father's
"I'll do it if Ican help other engioptimize filtering system designs for
Facebook account: "My dad was defineers understand what AM is all about.
diplexing stations to share transmitter
nitely the most intelligent person Ihave
Professionals are supposed to share
sites, according to industry observers.
ever known. He did work in his field
information and to share knowledge,"
He was also deeply involved in
of electrical engineering that only a
he told Radio World at one point.
the FCC rulemaking that established
handful of people in the world were
David Layer, NAB's VP of advanced
Method of Moments computer modeling
capable of. and was renowned for it. I
engineering, said, "It was devastatas the standard way to prove
ing news that Ron Rackley
that AM directional antenna
had passed. Iam so glad Iwas
systems work correctly, greatly
able to see him [in April] at the
simplifying the requirements
NAB Show and of course now
for licensing them.
wish Ihad spent more time with
him. Ron was one of the genTOWERS INDUSTRIAL
tlest souls I've ever encountered,
PARK PROJECT
atrue gentleman and scholar, his
One of many career highbrilliance as an AM broadcast
lights was his work on acomengineer was world-renowned. He
plex AM antenna design in
will be greatly missed by me and I
Los Angeles called the Towers
expect everyone who knew him."
Industrial Park project.
Tributes have come from
"It involved constructing
many across the broadcast engitwo industrial park buildings
neering community.
totaling something like 500,000
"Superb engineer, raconteur
square feet under the five towpar excellence, exemplary Chrisers of the old KTNQ directional
tian," said Karl Lahm, a conantenna system," he said in the
sulting engineer with Broadcast
April interview. It required that
Transmission Services. "That was
the buildings be constructed
Ron Rackley. And to say he was a
with shielding to protect the
character would be an understateareas inside from excessive
ment." Ron "always had a good
radio frequency exposure levels
story, many involving less-thanand interference to electronic
optimal technical situations he
systems while at the same time
had encountered over the years."
providing a ground plane for
Dave Stewart, consulting engithe AM antenna system without
neer with Moving Target Consultdisturbing of the KTNQ day Ron Rackley and John Warner, VP for AM engineering at
ing Works, worked with Rackand night directional antenna iHeartMedia, stand in front of the transmitter building for ley on AM projects while at
patterns.
WTAG in Worcester. Mass., in 2002.
(continued on page 11)
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Bill Eisenhamer, Chief Engineer ( Left) with JR Rogers, Technical Director

The Tieline ViA has been the
backbone of the San Diego
Padres road play-by-play live
broadcasts.
"The ViA comes with an SD card slot for recording, so no more
worries trying to keep someone at the station focused on
recording. The crew on the road takes care of that and records
interviews for playback during their live show. Being
self-contained makes the device more flexible for the real
world."
The ViA is awinner for The Fan, and Entercom San Diego.
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aso o ers an interesting strengt s,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats
(SWOT) analysis" of radio that's worth
reading.
There's a lot there, so Irecommend
you take the time to read the entire
paper, which you can download at
httpsetinyiul.com/NABA2019.
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via IP (especially mobile broadband)
compels broadcasters to accept IP as
well.
In doing so, there are two important
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adata network over in-band, on-channel
digital FM or even the Radio Data System digital subcarrier over analog FM.
And, as the paper states, "A significant
advantage of digital radio is the ability
to simultaneously deliver continuous
content of both audio programming and

NABA RECOMMENDS
Among the recommendations of the
NABA working group:
•Radio station management should
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Check Out This New Performance Space
Also, who monitors the station's tower lights

and who should?
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promotion videos or slides, but Armando's reception area took this idea astep
further. The 55-inch sets were mounted
lengthwise (see Fig. 3) for a stunning
impression for visitors.
Engineering working in conjunction
with the promotions department is a
definite win-win. Send us your own
good examples via the email address
below.

A

fter several columns discussing
station logs, one Workbench reader
raised aquestion.
This engineer's towers and lighting are owned by Vertical Bridge. The
company has sophisticated gear on their
lighted towers to sense problems and to
notify their operations center should a
failure occur.
The station does absolutely nothing
with respect to checking tower lights
on the towers it no longer owns but
currently uses. The engineer admits he
glances at the lights when he is nearby
after sunset, and if there is an issue he
will look for aNOTAM just because he
(continued on page 14)

Fig. 1: Add aperformance area to help your
station generate non-traditional revenue.
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C

reating space for performance stu‘..dios has become a popular way
to generate nontraditional revenue for
stations.

Fig. 1shows space set aside at Engineering Manager Armando Gonzales'
Entercom cluster in Dallas. Note the
charging stations in Fig. 2, helpful in
an age when most every listener has a
smartphone. These stations are sponsored by Verizon, another plus.
We've seen smart TVs with USB
drive ports that play loops of station
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Fig. 2: A sponsored smartphone charging station is popular among listeners.
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Fig. 3: Vertically mounted monitors grab visitor attention in the lobby.
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The Tieline ViA has been the
backbone of the San Diego
Padres road play-by-play live
broadcasts.
The ViA comes with an SD card slot for recording, so no more
worries trying to keep someone at the station focused on
recording. The crew on the road takes care of that and records
interviews for playback during their live show. Being
self-contained makes the device more flexible for the real
world."
The ViA is a winner for The Fan, and Entercom San Diego.
Bill Eisenhamer
Chief Engineer, Entercom San Diego
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NABA
(continued from page 1)
via IP (especially mobile broadband)
compels broadcasters to accept IP as
well.
In doing so, there are two important
considerations:
•Distribution costs and quality of
service will have an effect on the
continuing rollout of IP-based services
•And perhaps more important, "If
local broadcasters cede the airwaves, they lose the market limitations imposed by the FCC barriers
to entry, and the ability to easily
differentiate themselves from the
masses of ' internet radio' broadcasters."
After all, radio (and TV) licenses are
effectively "franchises" limited by government policy. Even if the value of that
franchise diminishes over time, there's
no reason to give it up in the foreseeable future.
To maintain the value of radio (in
both physical media), the paper presents
several ideas and technologies.
ONE-TO-MANY CONTENT
OTA radio excels in the one-to-many
distribution model, and the paper suggests that many new mobile technologies being developed can actually be
accomplished in the same fashion.

adata network over in-band, on-channel
digital FM or even the Radio Data System digital subcarrier over analog FM.
And, as the paper states, "A significant
advantage of digital radio is the ability
to simultaneously deliver continuous
content of both audio programming and
data."
Many mobile infotainment systems employ multiple receivers that
scan and aggregate data from multiple
broadcasts. "Broadcasters will have the
opportunity to leverage station apps in
the connected car to derive and ingest
listener profiles for automated presets
and infotainment preference."
BEYOND INFOTAINMENT
We also need to look outside of the
world of "infotainment."
"As digital radio's presence continues to grow, the technology becomes
a logical avenue to extend power grid
load management, established initially
with analog RDS digital FM subcarrier
services," the paper states.
"As the connected car and autonomous vehicles become reality, road
infrastructure updates will become a
mainstay of one-to-many data delivery.
Updates for digital signage, traffic flow,
weather, road conditions and fuel prices
are great applications of
radio-delivered, geographically limited data," it continues.
"IBOC digital, when
MINUTES
compared to RDS subcarriLISTENED
PER
MONTH

OTA radio excels in the one-to- many
distribution model, and the paper suggests that many new mobile technologies being developed can actually be
accomplished in the same fashion.
"While many functions require a
bidirectional communications path, a
significant portion of the data burden
could be off-loaded to broadcast radio
by doing what the frequency band does
best: delivering one-to-many content,"
the paper states.
We already realize that information
can be transmitted efficiently utilizing

REAL TIME BUILT-IN
INSTRUMENTATION
Comprehensive
Monitoring & Control
100% Remote Access
nduwi com/AUI

fiRUCEI
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NABA RECOMMENDS
Among the recommendations of the
NABA working group:

•Radio station management should
take steps to offer content generated
by the station(s) or station groups
(networks) through as many technological media forms as possible.
•FM radio stations should at aminimum adopt static RDS tools to enhance
listener experience.
•It is the opinion of the work group that radio stations should adopt at least
static metadata, but preferably dynamic metadata.
•Stations should strongly consider adopting HD Radio hybrid IBOC mode
per the NABA position paper on aVoluntary North American Digital Radio
Standard.
•Management of radio stations and networks should support the work of
NAB and others in working with automakers to maintain the prominence
of radio in the vehicle and to improve radio's functionality by supporting
hybrid radio technologies.
•The management of radio stations and networks should immediately begin
supporting internet-based content for use by hybrid radio receivers. Strong
broadcaster support is vital for adoption of hybrid radio technology, especially with automakers.
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Fig 1: Emmis Broadcasting shared information gathered
ers, affords significant bengreater listener engagement thanks to the broadcast of
efits in throughput, integrameans more listening," the report states.
tion capability and signal
availability. It could also
become an additional revenue source to
METADATA AND THE CONNECTED CAR
stations."
Metadata includes more than just
Skeptics wonder why companies
title and artist information. It is now
would consider "old-fashioned" radio
often the means by which alistener can
broadcasts when inexpensive unlibe presented with graphics associated
censed links abound. According to the
with programming. Research presented
paper, "WiFi connectivity is particuin this paper indicates that enhanced
larly susceptible to localized interferdata sharing substantially increases lisence. While not completely immune
tening hours.
to interference, digital FM radio has
Emmis Broadcasting shared inforthe advantage of higher signal-to-noise
mation gathered from its NextRadio
ratios, therefore making it more robust.
platform, showing greater listener
Higher-power signals and digital carrier
engagement related to the broadcast of
redundancy afford ahigher reliability of
dynamic metadata (see Fig. 1).
service and better building penetration
"Listeners spent more time with stathan cellular."
tions that supplied at least astatic logo,

17 JAN

from the NextRadio app, showing
dynamic metadata. " Enhanced content

than those that did not. Listeners spent
even more time with stations supplying
dynamic metadata than those that only
supplied static metadata," according to
the paper.
In addition, radio station apps could
include "clickable" buttons by which the
listener could access additional information about the programming, such as a
website, or to sites related to content, providing anew potential revenue source.
Hybrid radio refers to the convergence of broadcast and IP technology,
and makes even more thorough use of
the connected car. According to the
(continued on page 11)

Family photo

RACKLEY
(continued from page 8)

Univision Radio. He said, "Ron was great
as an expert and great as ahuman being.
He was easy to work with and generous
with his expertise. He was decent and
principled. There are tips and tricks Iuse
every day that Ron showed us."
Rackley was known for his wit and
was often able to infuse complex topics
with humor.
Fred Greaves, former DOE for
Susquehanna Radio, recalled working on the new directional system at
WQBA(AM) in Miami. "We would get
back to the hotel early in the morning
and the ice machine was always empty.
Ron took out a3x5 card and neatly wrote,
'Please do not urinate in the ice machine'
and taped it to the machine. He quietly said to me, 'We'll have ice tomorrow
night.' When we got back to the hotel the

following night, the ice machine was completely full."
In April, Rackley told Radio World he was beginning
to appreciate his semi-retirement. "It feels good being off
what Icall the billable hour's treadmill that comes along
with professional practice that I'd been running on for
decades. I'm going to keep enjoying life."
David Elehalt of Telco Communications best summed
up the industry's sense of loss when he wrote: "What will
AM radio do without him?"
Rackley is survived by his wife Dorothy and four children. Rackley's funeral service was planned for mid-May
in Lakewood Ranch, Fla. According to his obituary, a
celebration of Rackley's life, which will be open to the
broadcast engineering community, would be planned for
alater date.

Ron Rackley with
grandson Atticus
circa 2013-14.

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC.

(continued from page 10)

ARC- 9
only $899

paper, the development of hybrid radio
provides the following benefits to radio
broadcasters:

ARC- 10
from $ 1,799

•Better integration of OTA radio and
metadata received via the internet
•Support for "service following,"
whereby a hybrid radio receiver
switches from the OTA signal to a
streamed version of the same program as reception conditions permit
•Keeping broadcast as an important
media choice in the minds of not
only users but of OEM manufacturers
Automobiles that include network
connectivity (whether it is native or
brought in by adriver or passenger) are
thought of as connected cars. The nature
of the broadband connection allows users
to interact with and select more sources of content; and likewise, broadband
affords a means by which the service
source can gain data about the listener.
"User-analytics is alarge, competitive
and important industry that is beyond
the scope of this document, but content
providers can profit in many ways from
information about numbers and locations
of listeners," according to the paper.
The paper makes recommendations
regarding digital audio, non-broadcast
audio, "proximity," hybrid radio, metadata, connected cars and business strategies. See the accompanying box for a
summary of NABA's recommendations.
It also offers an interesting "strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats
(SWOT) analysis" of radio that's worth
reading.
There's alot there, so Irecommend
you take the time to read the entire
paper, which you can download at
https://tinyurl.com/NABA2019.
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Check Out This New Performance Space
Also, who monitors the station's tower lights — and who should?
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promotion videos or slides, but Armando's reception area took this idea astep
further. The 55-inch sets were mounted
lengthwise (see Fig. 3) for a stunning
impression for visitors.
Engineering working in conjunction
with the promotions department is a
definite win-win. Send us your own
good examples via the email address
below.

A

fter several columns discussing
station logs, one Workbench reader
raised aquestion.
This engineer's towers and lighting are owned by Vertical Bridge. The
company has sophisticated gear on their
lighted towers to sense problems and to
notify their operations center should a
failure occur.
The station does absolutely nothing
with respect to checking tower lights
on the towers it no longer owns but
currently uses. The engineer admits he
glances at the lights when he is nearby
after sunset, and if there is an issue he
will look for aNOTAM just because he
(continued on page 14)

Fig. 1: Add aper'ormance area to help your
station generate non-traditional revenue.
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Treating space for performance stu‘dios has become a popular way
to generate nontraditional revenue for
stations.

Fig. 1shows space et aside at Engineering Manager Armando Gonzales'
Entercom cluster in Dallas. Note the
charging stations in Fig. 2, helpful in
an age when most every listener has a
smartphone. These stations are sponsored by Verizon, another plus.
We've seen smart TVs with USB
drive ports that play loops of station
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Fig. 2: A sponsored smartphone charging station is popular among listeners.
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Fig. 3: Verfically mounted monitors grab visitor attention in the lobby.
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(continued from page 12)

cares about the pilots, though nothing is
recorded in the station log.
The question is, "What is the engineer's or station's responsibility here?"
For the answer, Iturned to Ed Trombley, an engineer with Munn-Reese
Broadcast Engineering Consultants.
Ed responded that the question was
agood one. Up in Michigan, where the
firm is located, they experience their
share of unstable winter weather with
both freezing rain and ice. This kind of
weather puts the tower light monitoring
question to the test several times each
winter.
Tower light monitoring from a central location is now acommon practice,
with many group owners setting up a
central command post staffed 24/7/365.
Most of this monitoring requires the
internet to be up and running. Although
Ed can't speak for your wireless provider, he writes that in Michigan they
seem to have the signals bounced off
every farm silo, grain elevator and ham
radio tower!
The barn storming wireless network is like the old telephone party
line. Get an ice day where the school is
closed, and the wireless network turns
to mud! So what happens when the ice

May 22, 2019
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takes down Reddy Kilowatt and the
wireless internet goes poof? Did the
backup generator start? If it did, there
is a good chance the tower lights are
on. Otherwise the lights may be out, the
wireless may be down, and the guy at
tower light central may not know.

ee or permittee authorized on an
antenna structure is aware that the
structure is not being maintained in
accordance with the specifications
set forth on the Antenna Structure
Registration (FCC Form 854R) or the
requirements of this part, or otherwise has reason to question whether
the antenna structure owner is carrying out its responsibility under this
part, the licensee or permittee must
take immediate steps to ensure that
the antenna structure is brought into
compliance and remains in compliance. The licensee must:

What happens

when the ice takes
down Reddy Kilowatt
and the wireless
internet goes poof?

So in the case where astation is leasing vertical real estate on atower where
the lights are monitored from some
central location, Ed directs us to part 17
of the FCC Rules:
§176 Responsibility for painting and
lighting compliance.
(a) The antenna structure owner is
responsible for maintaining the
painting and lighting in accordance
with this part. However, if a licens-

(1) Immediately notify the structure
owner;
(2) Immediately notify the site management company (If applicable) ...
The FCC rule goes on for several
more sub-statements, but from here it
is intuitively obvious to the most casual
observer that if your company rents
space on a tower and you observe the
lights are dark, you need to call the
tower owner for confirmation.
That emergency number should be
posted on the gate. Ten minutes of your
time may keep somebody else alive.
And as for the "automatic monitoring," Ed shared atrue story:
At breakfast with agood friend and

fellow broadcast engineer, the subject
of towers was discussed. Some folks at
an adjacent table heard the discussion,
and explained that they lived near atall
tower on a big hill in southern Michigan. They said that the tower's lights
had been out for four months. A few
questions later and Ed had confirmed
the tower location, and got the gentleman's phone number. Ed told him the
lights would be on by the time they got
back home, about afour-hour drive.
Ed made a phone call, and three
hours later, he got areturn call, explaining that a failure had indeed left the
tower lights dark, even though the
remote control showed normal status;
the lights were on and blinking.
Being vigilant with respect to tower
lighting — even if it's not your tower
— may save alife. Thanks, Ed, for your
insight with respect to this important
matter.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll
help fellow engineers and qualify for
SBE recertification credit. Send Workbench tips and high-resolution photos
to johnpbisset@gmail.com.
Author John Bisset has spent 50 years
in the broadcasting industry and is still
learning. He handles western U.S. radio
sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE
certified and is a past recipient of the
SBE's Educator of the Year Award.
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The Ever-Evolving Role of Airchecks
They have become important historical records of
the industry's legendary deejays and broadcasts

IROOTS OF
RADIO
BY JAMES CARELESS
Anyone who has deejayed in radio
in the past 60 years knows about airchecks. They are as much a part of
top 40 radio's legacy as spinning Led
Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven" and
exploiting its 8:02 running time for a
much-needed bathroom break.
In top 40 terms, "an aircheck is an
off-air recording usually intended to
showcase the talent of an announcer or programmer to a prospective
employer," said Rick Burnett, former radio deejay and owner of
TwinCitiesRadioAirchecks.com in St.
Paul, Minn. "Additionally, the airchecks were used for self-critique and
evaluation by radio management and
for legal archiving of content that is
broadcast over the air."
This is how airchecks from radio's
rock'n'roll era are generally understood
today. But this definition hasn't always
held true: The earliest airchecks were
"transcriptions" meant to capture live
shows for rebroadcast at other times
and on other stations. Due to technology
limits, using them to find jobs wasn't
usually an option.
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Legendary roclen'roll deejay Alan
Freed's airchecks are available on various fan websites today.

York, WCAP in Washington and WJAR
in Providence, R.I; and can be heard
online at httpsetinyurl.com/y44yon8h.
Wilson's speech is among a handful of airchecks from radio's early
days. This is because "in the early
1920s, everything was live," said Donna
Halper, a noted media historian, radio
consultant and radio broadcaster who
is also credited with having discovered
and promoted the band Rush when she
was music director at WMMS(FM)
Cleveland in 1974. "So we have few, if
any, original recordings from about the
first 10 years of radio."
The lack of early airchecks is due
to the fact that "there was no easy
way to make radio recordings," said
Halper. "You could use a Dictaphone
[that scratched audio waves into wax
cylinders], and afew people actually did
that. But there was no way to record live
audio for later re-use."
AIRCHECKS EMERGE
In 1929, the National Radio Advertising Co. Inc. of Chicago under President
Ray Soat started to record short radio
programs sponsored by Maytag on 12
inch 78 rpm shellac discs. These 78s were

sent out to radio stations in hopes that
they'd play them on air — and many did.
However, it took the invention of
"transcription turntables" in the 1930s
for live radio recordings to take hold.
Such recorded programs — which were
known as transcribed broadcasts —
involved engraving the live feed directly
onto a lacquer-coated 16 inch 33 rpm
disk. This transcription method could
also be used to record local commercials
and other often-played content, but it
was a gamble: If someone blew their
lines, the disc had to be scrapped and the
whole process started again from the top.
Despite the risks involved with transcribing broadcasts to discs, they were a
popular way for broadcasters to syndicate shows to other stations. "Long distance phone lines were very expensive,"
said Halper. "So transcribing shows to
disc was an economical way to record
and distribute radio programming."
Today, the classic radio shows made by
Jack Benny, Fred Allen and other greats
of Radio's Golden Age (the 1930-50s)
that are available to hear online owe their
existence to 16 inch transcription discs.
TAPE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
Although the transcribed discs of the
1930-50s are airchecks by definition,

THE ROOTS OF AIRCHECKS
Like many firsts, it is difficult to
know when the actual first radio aircheck was recorded. This confusion is
muddied by the fact that certain early
broadcasts — like KDKA Pittsburgh's
Nov. 2, 1920 coverage of the Harding/
Cox presidential results — were recreated and recorded after the event, then
touted as authentic airchecks.
According to the National Archives,
a1923 Armistice Day Broadcast by former President Woodrow Wilson made
by phonograph technician Frank L.
Capps "is the earliest surviving sound
recording of aregular radio broadcast."
It was transmitted over WEAF in New

HD fillULTICAST+
Combined Importer/Exporter
Simple. Affordable. Expandable.
Radeo nautel.com/HD
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The earliest airchecks were live radio programs recorded to 16 inch discs, with no ability to be edited.

(continued on page 18)
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AIRCHECKS

airchexx.com, archive.org (aka the
Internet Archive), ReelRadio.com and
TwinCitiesRadioAirchecks.com, among
others. These aircheck sites let listeners
hear famous deejays like Alan Freed
and Wolfman Jack, plus local stars from
their own cities and states — voices
pulled from radio's past brought into the
here and now.
A case in point: Tom Gavaras,
who previously worked at Minnesota
radio stations, including WCCO(AM),
launched his own Twin Cities aircheck
website 15 years ago. Using his own airchecks and those provided by more than
100 fans, Gavaras' RadioTapes.com lets
people hear more than 2,000 recordings
of Minneapolis/St. Paul radio stations
from 1924 to the present. These clips
include local deejays and reporting on
major events such as the Kennedy assassinations, the Apollo space flights and
Watergate.

(continued from page 16)

they do not fit the current definition of
the word. This didn't happen until magnetic tape recorders made their way into
radio following World War II.
Crooner and ABC Radio star Bing
Crosby led the way. He was introduced
to magnetic reel-to-reel tape by Ampex
in 1947.

Today amedia historian, Donna Helper was the firsi female deejay at Vi/NEU
Northwestern Uni,iersity.

Crooner Bing Crosby was apioneering user of Ampex tape recorders to
record his show for later playback,
rather than going live.
Impressed, Bing ordered 20 firstgeneration Ampex 200A recorders (and
wisely bought stock in Ampex); allowing his "Philco Radio Time" show to
be re-recorded, edited and tape-delayed
by time zones in 1948. This mattered,
because going "straight to air" had
forced Crosby to do two live shows on
the same day, one for the East Coast and
one for the West later on.
"Bing, being a rather laid-back individual, knew he had difficulty enough
getting through one show error-free, so
repeating it three hours later would be
next to impossible," according to the
AES paper "History of The Early Days
of Ampex Corporation." "Obviously,
being able to record and edit was a
necessity."
AIRCHECKS AND ROCK'N'ROLL RADIO
It took a few years for reel-to-reel
tape recorders to find their way in
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American radio stations. (Compact cassette tape recorders didn't take serious
hold until the 1970s). Once "reel-toreels" arrived, even the smallest of
radio stations could record, eilt and
re-record audio themselves. Suddenly,
anyone who wanted to "aircheck" their
own shows could do so.
A speed of 7.5 inches a tape per
second was fast enough for decent quality audio, with a 10.5 inch reel able to
hold 64 minutes of content. Stations
also "logged" 12 hours' worth of on-air
broadcasts for regulatory purposes (e.g.
to address listener complaints and Fcc
queries) by running one 10.5 inch tape
reel at apainfully slow, low-fidelity rate
of 15/16 inch per second.
Reel-to-reel's arrival coincided with
radio's rebirth as atop 40 music medium (following the migration of its traditional content to TV in the 1950s and
early 1960s). Once deejays and program directors alike got access to this
technology, they started "airchecking"
shows on aregular basis.
"When Iwas adisc jockey, Iwould
make my own airchecks and work on
them at home for fear of the station finding out Iwas looking for another job," said
Mel Phillips of MelPhillipsRaciioViews.
corn. "When I was looking ter talent
there were two ways Iacted: Either listening to airchecks sent to me or what
turned out to be the best way; taking a
trip and listening to the radio."
TWO KINDS OF AIRCHECKS
As airchecks caught on, two versions
evolved. The first were "unscoped airchecks," in which the entire show was
captured complete with music and ads.
The second were "scoped airchecks,"
which only captured the deejay speaking.
"I remember several scoped aircheck
systems I've done over the years," said
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One of the consumer- grade cassette tape players that engineer Grady Moates
turned into an aircheck recorder.
Grady Moates. A former radio engineer,
he owns LOUD & Clean, a Boston
firm that designs, installs and maintains
radio broadcast facilities.
"All it took was connecting a $ 10
relay across the 'On-Air Light' voltage feeding the On Air Light on the
wall by the studio door, and connecting
the 'normally-open' contacts of that
relay in series with the little motor in
the cassette recorder so that the motor
turned on -only when the light was on."
he said. "With air-monitor audio connected to the record input jacks. all an
announcer had to do was insert ablank
cassette into the machine when their
show started, press the Record button,
go do their show, press Stop and retrieve
the cassette."
Today, airchecks are recorded digitally as MP3s, but the science remains
the same.
AIRCHECKS AS TIME MACHINES
Over the years, deejays and fans
alike have recorded a vast nuniber
of airchecks. Many of them can now
be heard online at web sites such as

"In some cases, people don't have
a way to digitize the reel-to-reel or
cassette tape airchecks they own,"
said Gavaras. "Ihave enough of these
machines plus computers to digitize
three contributed airchecks at atime."
Now operating aradio aircheck site
can come with unexpected hassles.
For instance, ReelRadio.com removed
unscoped airchecks from its online site,
following a copyright complaint from
the Recording Industry Association of
America in 2014.
Still, airchecks abound on the internet. Just type "radio aircheck" into
Google or YouTube, and you'll come
across thousands.
Airchecks can even be searched by
deejay, year, station or city. So if you
want to relive your youth by listening
to the actual radio you grew up with,
airchecks can make it happen for you.
With online radio airchecks, time travel
is only amouse click away.
Share your own aircheck stories.
Email radioworld@futurenet.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject
field.
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A Look at the Mercedes-Benz
Comand Infotainment System
It's afull-featured platform but has asteep learning curve
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display had HD resolution ( 1920 x 720), with smooth
graphics and artist art. RDS information, when available, appeared.
In the test vehicle, the optional Burmester sound
system had atuner that received AM/FM, AM and FM
HD and satellite radio. The standard M-B sound system will also receive HD Radio signals. The standard
Comand system 7inch display also has HD-like video
resolution (960 x540).

Last Tango in Paris
Franck Pourcel
Amour, Danse et Violons n°41
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CONNECTIVITY
The Comand system in our C 300 was enabled for
Android Auto and Apple CarPlay connectivity, as well
as Bluetooth audio connection for the phone and audio.

What you'll see when you tune in aSirius/XM channel
on aMercedes-Benz Comand infotainment system.
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(continued on page 22)

CONNECTEDCAR
BY PAUL KAMINSKI

This is one in a series of articles about how consumers experience radio and audio in today's new car
models.
Mercedes-Benz is one of the world's oldest car makers. They've been responsible for anumber of automotive innovations; since the late 1990s they've had some
form of an infotainment system in the center stack of
their leather wrapped dashboards. We learned what
M-B has to offer during arecent test of the C 300 4
Matic sedan and the Comand) system for our "RadioRoad-Test" program.
TWO TOUCHSCREENS AND A JOG WHEEL
It took me 20 minutes with the owner's manual
before Iwas confident enough to operate the system.
In the model Idrove, the Comand system had not just
a touch screen, jog wheel and buttons. In the center
console was amini touch screen/ touchpad which gave
some initial confusion.
The raised surface fooled me into thinking that the
assembly moved like agame controller. It didn't. After
some trial and error, Iwas able to navigate quickly
between the vehicle control, navigation and audio
system screens and make the proper choices with the
console touchpad.
The standard Comand system also has ajog wheel
and dash-mounted touch screen for control. Good
thing. There are many, many choices that need to be
made before one settles down to listen to audio, be it
terrestrial broadcast, satellite or online streaming.
HD SCREENS AND HD SIGNALS
After the initial learning period, Idove further into
the audio menus and found that the optional 10.25 inch

An HD2 signal is displayed. Note the illuminated HD Radio logo.
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To get to one of the radio screens in the Mercedes-Benz Comand System,
you have to do some menu diving.
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Introducing The ÜberNode.
Power Core is designed with flexibility in mind. So you can

Power Core can handle up to 128 MADI channels,

Think Power Core looks awesome outside? That's nothing

combine AolP streaming with device administration on asingle

standard. 4front- panel ports ( two dual-redundant

compared to the sheer processing might inside, with a

Ethernet port... or place them on separate ports. Power Core

pairs) with SFP make it easy to bridge your AolP

1920*1920 routing matrix, 96 DSP channels and 80

lets you design your network your way.

and baseband digital signals.

summing buses. All your friends will be so envious.

I

Power Core is 100% standards-compliant - because proprietary AolP is so

Power Core supplies 64 channels of GPIO via

with rotary encoder provides easy front- panel

2003. Up to 256 channels of true AES67 and RAVENNA streaming, on two

standard RAVENNA and open-source Ember+

access to network information and settings.

front- panel Ethernet ports. Even complies with the ST2110-30 standard.

protocols. Need physical connections? Use the front-

Because you can't be too future- proof.

panel interface. Highly logical.

Information please: high- resolution color display

The Lawo logo. Your assurance of

Power Core is the only broadcast

meticu,ous engineering and premium

AolP node with ST2022-7

components, uncompromisingly crafted

Seamless Protection Switching,

to the highest German standards.

giving you dual discrete links to
your network core. Completely
redundant, with automatic,

Connect your AES / EBU devices.
Expansion card has 4digital stereo

inaudible switching. Now that's

-

what we call peace of mind.

inputs with broadcast-grade sample
rate conversion, and 4digital outputs.

Everybody's got afew analog

Lots of talking

Studio I/O card is

sources. Line input & output

to do? 8x Mid/

perfect for on-air

cards with 4stereo (8 mono)

Line card with

rooms. 2 Mic/Line

channels make connections

Phantom power

inputs, 2Line outs

asnap.

does the trick.

for speakers and 2
headphone feeds.

If four front- panel

Power Core is already

Dual- redundant power,

Power Core equipped with

MADI ports aren't

the highest-capacity

of course. Our hardened

aDANTE expansion card

enough, you can add

AolP node + console

internal auto-switching

gives you access to awhole

more. Dual- port MADI

engine in the world. 8

power supply is backed up

world of pro-audio devices.

expansion cards give

rear-channel expansion

with an inlet for external

Two mirrored ports with

you two SEP ports with

slots make it capable of

power too.

onboard SRC provide 64

64 channels each.

even more.

Got DANTEe? No problem.

channels of I/O.

As proof, we present Power Core: the modern, super-compact AolP audio interface
that packs hundreds of stereo channels into just 1RU. Handles AES67, MADI, analog,
AES3 — even Dante®. You'd need 24 rack units of old-style nodes to equal all the I/O
available in just one Power Core.
Impressive, yes? But audio I/O isn't the end of Power Core's capabilities. There's DSP;
alot of it — 96 channels of EQ, dynamics and mixing. AutoMix, too. Plus routing:
1,920 crosspoints, enough to switch an entire multi-station broadcast facility.
Power Core is flexible, too. Pair it with our award-winning Ruby radio console and it's
the most powerful mixing engine ever. Put it in your rack room and presto! it's ahighdensity audio interface with built-in routing. Remote-control it with our VisTool GUI
Builder software, and it's the heart of your TOC.

Power Core is the perfect AolP supernode. But it's also apowerful
mixing engine. Pair it with our award-winning Ruby — the beautiful,
powerful, intuitive surface your talent will be clamoring to get their
hands on. Or control your Power Core with Lawo VisTool for a

Power Core. The ÜberNode has arrived.

custom "virtual console" with context-sensitive multitouch controls.
www.lawo.corn
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MERCEDES
(continued from page 20)

Our model had the TuneIn app loaded. Subscription-based internet access
through AT&T is offered.

t RD Radio

HIGH TOUCH, HIGH END
Owners of these and similar cars
expect an experience with great attention to detail and a focus on quality.
Compromise on these items does not
occur often, if at all.
If your station has acommercial relationship with aM-B dealer, attention to
detail is what's needed on the station
end if you expect to reach and keep
owners of these connected cars as apart
of your audience.

FM

COOL -

HD Radio FM
H

HD Radio AM
SiriusXM Radio

St AUTO

A/C OFF SYNC

72`F

The radio/audio entertainment
system home screen, from
which all radio choices are
selected.
DAS BESTE, ODER NICHTS
The Mercedes-Benz advertising slogan (translated from the German above)
is "The best or nothing." And nothing
is what owners of these cars will spend
with your advertisers, if they encounter
asignal from your station that does not
echo the quality of the vehicle in which
they drive.
Paul Kaminski has been a Radio
World contributor since 1997. He produces and hosts the msrpk.com programs Radio-Road-Test and the RadioRoad-Test Minute. His Twitter handle
is @msrpk_com; his Facebook page is
PKaminski2468.

The optional center console
touchpad on the MercedesBenz Comand infotainment
system. Touch the top to move
between choices. The assembly
is stationary in the console.

That attention to detail and subsequent focus on quality includes the
basics checking RDS inputs and functionality; ensuring that the audio is
processed to standard; ensuring that the
signal is as robust as possible (whether
on the main channel or an HD channel)
and all metadata is entered accurately
and completely, in atimely manner.
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Hubbard Radio Consolidates Three Chicago FMs
duction rooms in some new offices. In
other words, somebody's office — like
a programming office, for example —
became a production studio, and that
happened numerous times during the
reconfiguration."
All the pieces came together. Through
careful planning and timely execution,
the team completed the project on time,
with just afew days left on the calendar
to spare.
"It was, to say the least, quite aproject," Garner said.

HUBBARD
RADIO

Time crunch, tight spaces and
efficiency govern new studios for
WDRV, WSHE and WTMX

Front lobby of the newly combined
WDRV, WTMX and WSHE facility of
Hubbard Broadcasting in Chicago

IFACILITY
PROFILE
BY DOUG IRVVIN
Those of us who have participated in one know that a
station move can produce the
most stressful times in our
careers, regardless of market
size. Recently, Hubbard Radio
took on such a project for its
Chicago radio stations,. consolidating FM stations WTMX
"The Mix:' WSHE and WDRV
"The Drive." The project was
directed by Kent Lewin. chief
engineer of the cluster, and facilitated by integrator RadioDNA,
headed by Rob Goldberg.

NEW CONSOLES AND
ROUTER SYSTEM
As part of the entire revamping of
the Chicago facility, the three stations
were re-equipped using the Wheatstone
AoIP system WheatNet. For this project,
radioDNA built out 13 studios: on-air studios for WSHE, WDRV and WTMX plus
aback-up on-air studio that can be used
by any of the stations; three large-scale
production rooms; three dubbing studios
(i.e., less-capable production rooms); and
three call-screen/producer booths.
The four on-air studios have
Wheatstone's 37-channel LXE frame,
with motorized faders. "It's just amonster:' said radioDNA's Goldberg about
the console. "It was pretty cool unboxing
that huge coffin, as you can imagine."
The air studios for WSHE, WDRV
and back-up on-air are fixed-position,
stand-up designs. However, according to
(continued on page 24)

NONPROFIT

NEEDS
Yb .
your RF skills with
TWR to make adifference
and change the world.
One of the three call screener/praducer studios, each with direct line- of-sight into its

associated air studio.
PHYSICAL AND TIME
a very short fuse as far as its existing
CONSTRAINTS
lease, and it had to be out by the end of
As with so many projects of this sort,
last April [2018] so it was a real tight
the end of alease precipitated the move.
schedule. That was the moving force,
In this case, WDRV was coming to the
and the timing was such that we had to
end of its lease at the John Hancock
work all the other renovations around
Center building, while WTMX and
moving the Drive into Prudential."
WSHE were already located about a
The company deckled to completely
mile away at the Prudential Building.
revamp the Prudential facility. Before
Hubbard Director of Engineering
WDRV moved over, a series of tempoDave Garner said, "The Drive was on

rary moves needed to be accomplished.
"It was really like musical chairs:'
said Garner. "They took a large office
and moved The Mix into that area; and
after that, the rebuild project was kind
of like dominoes. We got The Drive
in there, and it was just moving things
around — moving studios from one
station to another — in order to accommodate them. We actually created pro-

• RF Engineer on Guam
from Oct ' 19 to Mar ' 20
• Or volunteer anytime at
one of 4 global Tx locations

Call 919-460-3746 or
email opportunities@twr.org
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(continued from page 23)
Goldberg, the console in the WTMX onair studio has aunique setup, designed
and built by Studio Technology.
"It actually is a motorized countertop, so the whole thing can go from
basically sit-down to higher than standup. A lot of extra engineering went into
that — as you can imagine, the huge
countertop for a multi-person morning
show and a 37-channel console. The
countertop is big and heavy. It has eight
motorized legs to lift and stabilize the
thing, which is pretty cool."
The big production studios use
Wheatstone L- 12s. Goldberg said, "Each
of the large production studios has Pro
Tools and Wheatstone's VoxPro — actually every studio in the new facility has
VoxPro, so there are 13, all told. We
also included near-field monitoring using
Genelec speakers."
The call-screen/producer studios use
Wheatstone L-8s, and each studio has
direct line of sight to its associated onair studio.
"We just didn't have the room (in
the group of the three smallest studios) or the countertop space to put a
control surface. There just wouldn't
have been any work room; they're very
small. So we built the control surfaces on a Microsoft Surface Touch
Pad, using Wheatstone ScreenBuilder."
ScreenBuilder is asoftware tool that lets
the end-user build control, routing and
monitoring interfaces on aPC or touchscreen tablet to create virtual surfaces.
"There's aboom arm that holds some
monitors, a mic boom and mic status
[by way of avisual indicator], and they
have a VoxPro, BE AudioVault and an
Adobe editor machine in this small
studio. We had to do things efficiently.
ScreenBuilder works great."

WSHE's new air studio, complete with custom furniture with motorized countertop by Studio Technology. Also shown are
the 37-fader Wheatstone LXE, VoxPro, BE AudioVAULT, Genelec powered speakers, and YeNowtec mic and monitor supports.
The backup on-air studio is outfitted identically to the three main air studios and can be used by any of the three stations.

CUSTOM FEATURES
As with any studio build, this one
includes custom features.
"For WTMX, we have two screener/
producer studios and both have talkback
in to the main studio, and they can talk
to each other as well," Goldberg said.
"We added logic to indicate if astudio's
live or not — and there's a lot of talking back and forth, with five people in
all, including the screeners and the cohosts for WTMX. We also have another
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SUPPORT on d

any of our products
nautel.com
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The newly completed WDRV air studio.
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one of the little booth studios, which
can also function as a screener studio,
that has talkback capability as well, for
phone screening and whatnot."
The screener/producer studios also
have separate indications for when local
mics are live on-air, or just live in the
room. "We did little things like that, to
just make it nice and easy for the operator so they can know when they're live
and when they're not," said Goldberg.
He added that Hubbard's Market
Chief Kent Lewin had a stringent set
of requirements with respect to system
redundancy.
"As radio engineers, we all are into
backup systems and redundancy. Kent
really takes that to the next level with
everything. With the AudioVault, every
audio output coming into acontrol surface comes from adifferent audio server
— so you could actually completely lose
one server, and all that would happen is
that one channel would be missing.
"In addition to that, he actually breaks
it out so the music comes from one
control machine and the stop sets come
from another. This created unique challenges in how we were going to control
those machines. Previously they used
custom relay boxes that did some neat
things from their old boards and talked
to the automation system. We did it all
through programming directly from the
surface to the AudioVault for all four
music decks and all four spot decks. We
programmed the cue button so that when
you press it, it starts the first 30 seconds
of the song; when we turn the cue off it
stops the deck and cues it back up."

HUBBARD CHICAGO
EQUIPMENT LIST

One of three dubbing studios, built using
Wheatstone ScreenBuilder, with the Ul on a
Microsoft Surface Touch Pad, and equipped
with VoxPro, Genelec powered monitors,
and Yellowtec mic and speaker mounts.
THE RACK ROOM
Due to ti me constraints, arebuild of the stations' rack room will be revisited later.
"Time was a little bit tight with all the
moves, so we didn't finish the rack room," said
Goldberg. "We're actually going to come back
and revamp it with all new equipment racks,
and we'll be taking out old gear to make room
(continued on page 26)
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HUBBARD
(continued from page 25)

for the new."
The blade count, as it stands now, is
in the upper 70s, according to Rob.
"There's plenty of growth — we didn't
use every I/O from each blade. We like to
put blades where gear is. For example,
Studio Technology builds these nice rollaround racks that come out from underneath the furniture. We have minimal
cable going to these roll-out racks and we
like to keep all of the audio interconnects
within that rack if at all possible, not
having to go out of arack and then back.
"Our goal is to keep things organized
and neat, so when you pull out the rack
you have everything that was installed,
or anything that needs troubleshooting,
right in front of you."
Though big studio projects like the one
Hubbard has accomplished in Chicago
can produce the most stressful times in
your career, the upside is that, afterwards,
you'll likely have had some of the proudest moments of your life. Projects such
as this offer a rare — perhaps once-ina-career — chance to make a real difference in an operation or in acompany.
Doug Irwin is the VP of engineering
for the Los Angeles Region of iHeartMedia.

î
mare

Former VVTMX host Chris Reese working in one of the new air studios.

2019 NAB SHOW
PRODUCT REPORT WEBINAR
Don't Miss Radio World's Annual Post- Convention Product Sampler!

Now Available On- Demand
What was exciting on the NAB Show Floor? Which new products and technologies
got the top buzz? Maybe you couldn't get to the show or didn't have time to see it all.

Radio World did the walking for you to prepare our

r:/L1

2019 NAB Show Product Report, Featuring:
Dozens of new products

Virtualization, workflows, streaming,
receiver data, repack and more

Cloud technologies for radio, hybrid radio
platforms, MPX, digital radio monitoring,
remote site management, new processors
and much more

Observations by Radio World's veteran
editors and engineering contributions

REGISTER FREE, VISIT: https://bitly/2.FuRHa9
Brought to you by:
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BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
ANTENNAS/
TO
WANT TO SELL
CCA
FM8000G
Trans
107.9, great cond; 4- Bay
Jampro antenna w/deicers;
3-6ay Shively antenna FM. D
Brockman, 606-965-3436.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
Wanted: real plate reverb.
.abgrun@gmail.com.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
ny Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condi:en. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

UDOCDWORLD

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, onair lights, call after 3PM CST,
214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

MISCELLANEOUS

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

RADIOWORLD

May 22, 2019

Broadcast Engineering Software

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry

WANT TO SELL
I'm selling between 150 and
200 cassette tapes that consist of old-time radio shows,
sports shows, some local New
York radio talk shows, etc...
Must take entire collection
and the price is negotiable.
Please call me for details and,
my phone number is 925-2845428.
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
WYBG 1050, Messina, NY,
now off the air is selling: 250'
tower w/building on 4 acres;
12' satellite dish on concrete
base; prices drastically slashed
or make offer. 315-287-1753 or
315-528-6040

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
5674 El Cmutt, ,
Sulu, K
C..111,1,11:. 92009
4 ,8 4420

Ia,

CM, 4

47 ,9

•Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe 4TM
•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave ProTM
SAM Pro 2TM, used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing consoles, amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers,
turntables, EQ working or
not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin, RCA, Gates, Urei,
Altec, Pultec, Collins. Cash
-pick up 773-339-9035 or
ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5

or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for KFRC radio
special of Elvis Presley
which aired on January 8,

•Map FM stations and
discover upgrade
possibilities using CC
minimum separations and
contour-to-contour methods
with FMCommander

oft

COMMUNICATIONS*
R.F. Communications Software
and Engineering Consulting

TM

www.V-Soft.com
1978. I'd be willing to pay for
a digital copy. Ron, 925-2845428.
I'm looking for the Ed Brady
radio show in which he did
atribute to Duke Ellington,
the station was KNER, I'd be

(800) 743-3684
willing to pay for adigital copy.
Ron, 925-284-5428.
I'm looking for KTIM,
AM,FM radio shows from
1971-1988. The stations were
located in San Rafael, Ca. Ron,
925-284-5428.

For more information contact John

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO BUY
I'm
looking
for
San
Francisco radio recordings
from the 1920's through the
1980's.
For example newscast, talk shows, music shows,
live band remotes, etc. Stations
like KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB,
KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA,
etc, Iwill pay for copies... Feel
free to call me at 925-2845428 or you can email me at
ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,

also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking
for SF Giants games and/or
highlights from 1958-1978 also
taped off KSFO Radio. Ron,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio
broadcast
from
1930 Andy Potter, running
time is 0:22 & also the KLX
kitchen the program guest
is Susanne Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with
along promotion for Caygill's
appearance at a local store.
Anne Truax, Susanne Caygill,
running time is 13:44. Ron,
925-284-5428 or email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

Looking for KSFX radio
shows, Disco 104 FM, 19751978. RTamm, 925-284-5428.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. RTamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
Johnson Electronic SCA880
module, 67/92 Khz, 417-8811846.
WANT TO BUY
AM Stereo radio. Call 417-8811846.

Looking to Buy or Sell
Your Products or Services?
Look no further, you're in the right place'

RECORDING &

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

PLAYBACK HARDWARE

EQUIPMENT

WANT TO BUY

Donate your broadcast facility; IRS approved 501(c)(3) nonprofit charitable organization.
Fair market value.
License
(AM/FM/FV), land, building,
tower, equipment, etc. Contact
(409) 359-3326.

1960s- vintage MacKenzie
Repeater machines, magazines, spare parts and manuals,
complete or " parts" machines
considered, James, 870-7774653.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Large or small collections
of 16" transcriptions or 12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
(2) LPFM radio stations for
sale, located in the NW part
of central Florida on the gulf
coast, covers the county, get
out of the cold weather, come
to Florida, call or write for particulars, 352-613-2289 or email
boceey@hotmail.com or Bob,
PO Box 1121, Crystal River, FL
34423.
RF CONNECTORS

voNF:1,
—;

TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/
Keeping you on the

TRANSLATORS

air since 1934!

WANT TO SELL

ISO 9001 Certified

BE 35kW FM, BE 5kW FM,
and QEI 3.5kW FM. Make an
offer on any or all. All working
when removed. Steve Tuzeneu
704-973-0438 or stuzeneu@
bbnmedia.org.

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

BE- 257 25KW FM transmitter
2007 frequency agile tube transmitter in good working condition on 90.7 (all its life) when
pulled from service. Approx.
6 mos. on rebuilt tube and a
newly rebuilt fan motor, also
spare optical modules, manuals and maintenance logbook.
$17,500/060. As- is, where- is:
Hayward, CA, Jeff Cotton, 530279-6262 or info@kdup.org.

WANT TO SELL
RF CONNECTORS & GADGETS
— Parts, Products & More!
www.W5SWL.com

TUBES

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability
Made in the U.S.A.

Call (800) 414-8823
Intl (650) 846-2800
Fax (650) 846-3795
Visit our Website at
www.coii.com/eimac

I'nial@WORLD
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ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOME!

POSITIONS WANTED
Are you a small market station needing
a good nuts & bolts engineer in the Los
Angeles area? Iwill make your station shine!
CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Part-

time/Contract work. Available immediately.
Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820, mitchellrakote
yahoo.com.

ob

Call John for all the details at

/
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LPFM Is Not aThreat to Full- Service Radio
As low- power FM nears its 20th

New Stations Ahead
,
Spart inim
the KU is poised
to open amini-flotxl of EM allotments.
Barry Umansky explains

anniversary, let's agree that the
true threat is from " non- radio"

Sea

BY MICHELLE BRADLEY

The Newspaper for Radio

The author is founder of REC Networks.

Managers and Engineers

FCC Says Public Radio Stations
Yes to FM Shop for New Gear
Low Power

Greetings from Riverton, Md.
Twenty years ago, the comment period for the
creation of anew low-power radio service (otherwise
known as LPFM) was open, and people from all walks
of life were making comments.
These included comments in favor of bringing
new community voices, and they also included comments of concern from broadcast interests over fears
of increased interference and in some cases, increased
"competition." There was an aggressive opposition
from both the National Association of Broadcasters
and National Public Radio.
The Kennard-era FCC took ahuge gamble by crossing into uncharted territory through proposing and
eventually adopting anew FM broadcast service without arequirement to protect third-adjacent channels.

by Paul J. McLane and
Leslie Stimson

Pubcasters Gain
More Than $2 Million
From PTFP Grants
by Les». Feton

WASHINGTON Within months,
the first ol at le.rut 1.000 new low
FM stations could be on the air.
The FCC voted Jan. 20 to create a
new radio service in the United State,.
Current ortmdcasters ate not allowed
to participate.
The NAB called it asad day for listeners and immediately vowed to
'review every option to undo the
damage caused by low-power radio?'
rie FCC will create two power
:hisses. One would be authorized ai

Public radio station managers and chief
engineers are shopping for equipment
replacements and technical upgrades.
thanks to federal spending money

The funds come from an annual grant
under the Public Telecommunications
Facilities Program, operated by the
National Telecommunications and
Information Administration of the
Department of COTONOU:C.
FTFF' offers public radio and television
stations and nonprofit educational and
cultural organizations die chancre to compete for grants that can cover up to 75
percent of new service construction, or up
to half of their technical replacement or
See PTFP page 8 11..

It's a sad day

Radio has the power to
build and move acommunity,
and it can be used by
anyone, regardless of their
socioeconomic status or
availability of broadband
services.

for radio listeners.
— Eddie Fritts

sir to KA watts, providing an approxi"tale service radius of 3.5 miles,
rIled LPI00. The second range is I
Tu 0 watts, called LP I
a with aradius
it Ito 2miles. Both hase amaximum
eight above average terrain of 30
dicers or 98.4 feet.
Licenses will be awanictl throughout
,
he FM band, not in one dedicated piece.

Bobby Bennett hosts the Burner on WPFWiFM). Washnivon, Dc
The station will use its PTFP grant money for anew transmitter

Why pay extra for analog?

Social engineering'
Broads a‘ters, len hi NAB. have
,
I
,
Poscel loss power on grounds (
bat it
o. ,uld create unacceptable intorterence
and hamperthe ro ll out of
(
ado.

111.111

In the aftermath of the Jan. 20, 2000, adoption of
the original Report and Order to establish anew LPFM
service, the opposition to the new service by the establishment grew stronger.
The broadcasting lobbying efforts led by the NAB
gave a CD to members of Congress that included
"simulations" of what interference by LPFM stations
on third-adjacent channels to full-service stations
would sound like. This lead to the Radio Broadcast
Protection Act of 2001, which reinstated the third-adjacent channel protections and resulted in the dismissal
of hundreds of applications that could not meet the new
requirements.
It would not be until afew years later that astudy,
mandated by the 2001 act, would show that, based on
field studies, there would be little to no interference
caused by LPFM stations on third-adjacent channels.
The Local Community Radio Act was signed by

Here's the time processor that girt
Rush Limbaugh so upset
your station benefit?

nod' Worl

ICOMMENTARY

411Mfei

Cash Makes the News

orig

\AB President and CI () Eddie
Inuts said, -Every legitimate .eientif
study salidalcs that addltional inter (unmet will result from
The NAB suggested the vote was
fins:a by politics over technical standards -This FCC has chosen
See LORA pane 10 gra,
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Sirius

Satellites
This Year?

Former cellular telephone entrepreneur David Margolese has been uork ,
ing on satellite delivered digital
audio radio for 10
years. since the
chairman and chief
executive officer cofounded what was
originally called CD
Radio in 1990. Now
re- named Sirius
Satellite Radio, the
company is poised
for its first satellite
launch and executives say the Sirius
subscription service
will be operational
by the end of this
year. ahead of its
competitor. XM
Satellite Radio.
With the latest
infusion of $200 rro
lion from Blackstom
Se: SIRIUS, pag

Iransonen to digital on your
timetable eons the new liattO
impulse Died Console by
Pacific amikanh a &lensed
ncan accept either analog or
digital inputs and reconfigure
fmm analog to digital easily right in your studio You can.
the benefits ol adigital corno
for less than the cost of most
analog consoles to find out
more, call us today Or. feel t,
to act on Impulse
neat

level rOlut

94Riti
I
,
800-522-0022 •www h•rris.com

A page 1story in Radio World from February 2000 covered reactions to the FCC's approval of a new low- power
FM service. " It's a sad day for radio listeners," NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts was quoted saying.

President Obama in January 2011 to reinstate the thirdadjacent channel exemptions, in most cases.
Following the LPFM filing window in 2013, many
new LPFM stations that would have otherwise been
third-adjacent channel short spaced came on the air. I
am not aware of any third-adjacent interference issues
being caused by any of them. Real-world use of low-

power stations on third-adjacent channels only shows
that what was demonstrated to Congress in 2001 would
never come to fruition.
To this day, there is a resentment by some in the
LPFM community toward the NAB and NPR. There
are some who feel that the NAB is out to "destroy"
(continued on page 30)
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LPFM
(continued from page 29)

LPFM. While the NAB did come to the
table to pass the compromise LCRA
legislation, the association continues
to oppose any positive actions being
requested by LPFM. This includes REC
Networks' petitions for rulemaking
RM-11749 and RM-11810.
[Ed. note: RM-11749 asked the commission to allow for service contours
of up to 7.1 km for LPFMs; extend the
distance that an LPFM station can
move as a minor change; impose second adjacent channel protections to
LPFM stations by FM translator and
booster stations; and sought relief in
the local origination pledge for timeshare LPFM stations. In RM-11810,
REC focused on addressing "unnecessary overprotection of other broadcast
facilities by LPFM stations as well as
disparity in the relationship between
LPFM stations and FM translators.")
Ironically, during the RM-11749 proceeding, afew state broadcaster associations even came forward to admit that
they had LPFM stations in their mem-

ADVERTISER INDEX

bership and that those stations were not
as bad as some had thought in the past.
Some have gotten over the fear of the
unknown and have moved on from their
pre-LCRA fears.
I must note that, while there was
resentment of NPR because of its actions
in the early days over interference fears,
resentment lingers because of NPR's
alleged involvement in decisions made
by individual college stations to remove
student programming and to adopt a
mainstream public radio model. That is a
conversation for another day.
WHAT POP CULTURE
SAYS ABOUT RADIO
On the Sunday during this year's
NAB Show, Fox aired an episode of the
television show "Bob's Burgers" titled
"Long Time Listener, First Time Bob."
The episode was about a former local
DJ who lost his job at the station when
the corporate owners switched to automation and voice tracking (because "no
one wants to hear a DJ who talks too
much and plays whatever they want")
and ended up working at abowling alley.
This episode touched on a few things
This listing is pnwided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
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many of us could definitely connect to
regarding the state of radio and got me
wondering if the airing of this episode
during NAB Show was intentional.
In one scene, set at the bowling alley,
family patriarch and titular character
Bob Belcher tells the DJ that he would
like to hear him back on the radio again.
Then he asked his kids if they would
like to hear them on the radio. First,
the edgy daughter Louise answered, "I
like this guy's style. Ihope Iburn half
as many bridges at his age." Bob's son
Gene enthusiastically answered, "Iwant
to listen, too!" But then whispers to his
sister, "What is aradio again?"
What Gene Belcher asked in this
episode was not far from reality. We
have anew generation that is not being
exposed to radio. In addition, we have
earlier generations that are turning away
from radio. This is because of athreat
that is much bigger than a few 100 W
(and eventually 250 W) LPFM stations
could ever be. That threat is "nonradio" — streaming services that do
not require abroadcast license and are
available anywhere and at any time.
That threat not only impacts the NAB
members and other full-service stations,
but it also affects LPFM. Despite what
some may say, fewer people are turning
on the radio than in the past. We are in
atime when radio's future of prominent
presence on the dashboard is under
threat in favor of streaming services.
Radio has the power to build and
move acommunity, and it can be used by
anyone, regardless of their socioeconomic status or availability of broadband services. A subscription is never required.
PROGRAMMING IS THE KEY
The way Isee it, radio — both fullpower and low-power stations — needs to
provide compelling content, not to bring
listeners to a specific station but to get
people to turn the radio back on again.

If acommunity-based LPFM station
starts presenting programming that is not
available elsewhere, this is going to get
someone to turn the radio on. While they
are there, they may check out the other
stations on the dial. A full-service station
carrying local events and information
that is tailored to their community may
be what it takes to get more listeners to
push the "on" button and start listening
again. We need people, especially our
younger generations, to recognize that
they have always had one of the greatest
"apps" for listening to music, news and
other entertainment. They don't need a
smartphone, just aradio.
We are coming up on LPFM's 20-year
anniversary. There have been many
success stories from this service over
that time. Stations like KBUU(LP) in
Malibu, Calif., which was on the air in
the aftermath of the southern California
brush fires carrying localized information and was still operating on agenerator months after because power had not
been restored to the transmitter site.
Then there's KWSV(LP) in Simi Valley,
Calif., which is actively involved with its
community through their storefront main
studio and popular high school football coverage. Just down the road from
here in Cambridge, Md., is WHCP(LP),
which is also very connected to its community and the local arts scene.
There are many other successful
LPFMs across the nation. If this is what
it takes to get people to discover (or
rediscover) radio, then it is something
we need to do.
With that, Ifeel that it is time to stop
this animosity between the NAB and
LPFMs, and we need to work together
to keep the word "radio" first on the
minds of anyone looking for news,
information and entertainment. This
can only happen if all of radio is working together. Otherwise, we will all fall
prey to the same common threat.
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Write to RW
Email radioworld@futurenet.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.
Please include issue date and story headline.

CORRECTION
The image printed with the Tech
Update " MultiCAM Enhances
Visual Radio Solution" on page 25
of the May 8Buyer's Guide was
incorrect. The correct image is
shown at right.
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We Are Future
Future is a global platform for specialist media with scalable, diversified brands.
We connect people to their passions through the high- quality content we create,
the innovative technology we pioneer and the engaging experiences we deliver.

Our Services
Our partners look to us to ma'ke unique and
valuable cDnnections in a number of ways
including creative advertising solutions,
memorable live experiences, superior eCommerce
technology and innovative media services, we
push boundaries, seize oppo -tunities and exceed
expectations.

See how we can take your business to the
next level. Learn more at futureplc.com
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A fully functioning LXE console on your touchscreen monitors

GLASS LXE
wheatstone.com/glass-Ixe-rw
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BROADCAST AUDIO
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